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Abstract

The regulation of utilities has strong wealth redistributive effects. Any State can use this indirect tool to lower poverty
and inequality when utilities are privatized. In an independent regulatory system, the legislation goes through a double
screen (the regulator and the regulated firms) before impacting the real economy. Before, the governance capacities of
the government and the administration determine to what extent regulation will cater to the needs of population. This
study examines the case of electricity regulation in Bolivia from 1992 to 2009, when an independent regulation agency
was in place. The authors found that, even in presence of a strong regulatory arrangement, electricity regulation won’t
contribute to poverty and inequality reduction as far as it is not given an explicit pro-poor orientation. Actually, despite
more than ten working years, the SIRESE regulatory system has not managed to adequately address the cream-skimming
phenomenon of potential consumers. As a result, the poor will have the least access to electricity. In Bolivia,
competition was introduced only on the main grid. A two-speed regulation has emerged, more developed in the case of
the privatized market. Yet, in such a very unequal and poor country, inequalization of the service over the territory is
threatening the weak socio-political equilibrium. Given that this evolution could potentially undermine the recent
progress of Bolivia towards sustainable development, the authors propose a set of policy-recommendations to promote
access to the basic service of electricity by the poor. In front of a growing demand, priority should be given to
investment in supply capacity with fair connection targeting. Instead of suppressing the independent regulation as the
government did in spring 2009, it shall be reinforced.
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Introduction
On January 25th 2009, the Bolivians adopted a new Political Constitution by popular referendum. Beyond the great
hopes that the text arouses in terms of social equality, the new fundamental Law also guarantees a long-term political
commitment to the universalization of basic services. Consistent with the development priorities fixed in the Plan
Nacional de Desarrollo 2006-2010, the article 20.I. asserts: ‘Every person has the right to universal and fair access
to the basic services of safe drinking water; sewage; electricity; residential gas; mail and telecommunications.’
As the MDGs indicate, any development policy includes an intermediary goal: achieving sustainable poverty
reduction. From this perspective, electricity provision -and utilities provision at large- is recognized as a key povertyreduction tool. Undeniably, energy constitutes a step forward towards a decent standard of living at the household
level. As a complementary good, it can catalyze the expansion of other basic services, e.g. by making water more
affordable thanks to electrified pumping mechanisms, by allowing access to telecommunications. Moreover, policymakers should also keep in mind that electricity increases productivity levels in agriculture and fosters
industrialization. In sum, it brings along broader opportunities of development to local economies. With nearly 5.5
million poor people (almost 60% of the total population), Bolivia ranks 117th in the Human Development Index.
Addressing the issues in the electricity sector represents a huge challenge since almost one third of Bolivians live in a
dwelling without electric current. In the rural areas, the situation demands even more efforts: only one inhabitant out
of three has access to this basic service.
In the early nineties, the government was already conscious of the need to dramatically expand electricity over the
country. But at this moment, Bolivia was just recovering from a devastating hyperinflation period. The State couldn’t
bear the double burden of major infrastructure investment programs and cross-subsidies for utilities. Optimistically,
the Bolivian government welcomed the neoliberal paradigm saying that increased private participation combined
with competition incentives would help developing countries break the deadlock. This widespread belief implied
opening broadly the national markets to international trade in order to attract massive international capital flows.
Supported by the World Bank, Bolivia included an ambitious infrastructure reform in the set of structural reforms
that had significantly liberalized its economy since 1985. The State withdrew abruptly from the utilities provision,
breaking with traditional interventionism. In short, the State was earlier the best player in the market. Onwards, it
wouldn’t play anymore: it became the referee of the game.
According to neoliberal theory, a perfectly competitive market is optimal. But electricity holds more public good
characteristics than private goods elements. Consequently, competition proved to be impracticable in some segments
of the industry because of a number of incompatibilities. First of all, service continuity requires the perfect balancing
of supply and demand any time because electricity cannot be stored. Secondly, there are high barriers to entry
because high investments with sunk costs are needed to build the grid. This, associated with an inelastic demand, is
conducive to the formation of natural monopolies. Finally, the electricity industry must be considered as a channel
whose sustainable functioning rests on perfect coordination of its three links: generation, transmission, and
distribution that are typically separated in privatized electricity markets to introduce competition incentives. From a
technical viewpoint, market auto-regulation is likely to be insufficient. Moreover, market isn’t likely to maximize the
social welfare by itself, a point which Bolivia neglected initially. Definitely, the predictable appearance of new
socio-economic inequalities justifies State regulation in privatized electricity markets.
In a couple of years, the private sector took over all strategic public companies: YPFB (hydrocarbons); ENDE
(electricity); LAB and ENFE (transportation); ENTEL (telecoms). Water provision was also privatized in a few big
cities. This created a great need of institutional reorganization. The reformers underestimated the potential cultural
bias of the new measures. The SIRESE Law (1994) introduced the conception of minimal State into the legislation
by creating an independent multi-sector utility regulatory arrangement called SIRESE (Sistema de Regulación
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Sectorial). From that date on, the General Superintendency (Superintendencia General) would supervise
four sector-specific utility regulators (hydrocarbons; telecoms; electricity; water and sewage). But, blamed for its
inefficiency, the General Superintendency of Electricity was called to cease its activities by the government in spring
2009 (according to the Supreme Decree No. 29894), stepping back from the independent regulatory model. As a
result, electricity regulation is now guaranteed by a department directly linked to the Ministry of Energy.
Bolivia is far from being an isolated case. Developing countries have created more than 200 new national or regional
utility regulatory systems in the past decade (Brown et al, 2006). These administrative bodies, commonly designed
as ‘regulators’, were set up to foster credible economic and legal commitments by governments and private
investors. On the demand-side, they are expected to emit adequate incentives to encourage private companies to
serve existing and new customers at the cheapest price. On the supply-side, they represent protection against
undesirable administrative expropriations and open new horizons for market conquest. But both (potential) users and
investors have often been disappointed with the performance of these regulators. As this paper is directed to policymakers, we suggest focusing on the fate of the first group: the citizens. Reformers had promised them lower prices,
better service quality and grid expansion. In most cases, they have unaffordable prices, reiterative blackouts, and
stagnant or dropping connection rates. The consequent resurgence of a growing public unrest would have even
greater destabilizing impact in unequal countries with a tradition of populism like Bolivia.
How can regulation nuance market-driven forces to protect social equity? In many developing countries, there is an
urgent need to find out the answer to this question. There are numerous reports identifying inefficiencies in State
regulation as a primary cause of poor economic performance. Because the poor are low consumers or unconnected to
the grid, experience shows that switching from a State provider -that pursues the public interest-, to a private
provider -that runs after profits- worsens their situation, at least in the short-run. Without a redistribution system,
they will be the least beneficiaries from the reform in a competitive market (Jasmab, 2002). In the eyes of most
citizens in Bolivia, regulation success will be judged on how fairly firms, consumers, government and taxpayers
share and assume the regulatory risk.
Today, there is consensus about the need for electricity market regulation among academics. But unfortunately,
regulation dynamics and consequences remain much unknown. Clearly, the absence of regulation drives to bad
economic outputs that, included, can undermine the positive outcomes brought by privatization and competition. But
the reverse is far from being sure: even if the reforms foster economic growth, there is no clear evidence that
regulated markets will lead automatically to poverty and inequality alleviation (Cook and Mosedale, 2007).
Researchers found that regulation had potentially good repercussions on poverty reduction (Parker et al, 2005)
through micro-economic and macro-economic channels (Estache et al 2002, Minogue 2005). However, reality forces
us to much cautiousness and realism. The roads leading to poverty reduction are very sinuous, especially in
developing countries where the maneuvering margin of the regulatory State is weak. Recent studies (Minogue 2005,
Millán 2007, UN-ESCAP/UNDP/ADB 2007) highlight an inherent limit to pro-poor regulation: the heterogeneous
nature of the group of people called ‘poor’. As all the poor don’t have the same interests, they won’t have the same
needs regarding electricity.
The 5th Progress Report of the MDGs insists on two major barriers to human development in Bolivia: poverty and
socio-economic inequalities. The main purpose of this paper is to promote the debate on utility regulation, in terms
of its contribution to lessen poverty and inequality levels in developing countries like Bolivia, where poverty is
understood as a lack of access to basic services, such is electricity. We suggest focusing on this case study for a
number of reasons. First of all, what is striking is the huge gap between the good reputation that the Bolivian reform
holds abroad and its unpopularity among the Bolivians themselves. Second, Bolivia was a pioneer in implementing
electricity regulation in Latin America with Chile and Argentina: the Electricity Superintendency has been one of
regulators with longest experience. All the same, Bolivia appears among the lowest electricity producer and
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consumer in Latin America: the poverty reduction potential through electricity regulation is all the more
high. Finally, in Bolivia, the electricity industry has also been the most developed among the public utilities. In order
to understand its advantages and drawbacks, we will focus on the period of independent regulation, from 1994 to
2009. We retain three starting hypotheses:
1

2
3

Reaching the MDGs is socially desirable: it constitutes an intermediary goal to improved social welfare.
Given the persistence of high inequality levels, the poverty reduction strategy should be run by a
distributional approach to ensure that its operationalization doesn’t hold a discriminatory bias, with view at
guaranteeing its socio-political sustainability.
Electricity regulation is a redistribution tool that can be used to alleviate socio-economic inequalities.
In the light of the last academic studies, electricity regulation can also contribute to poverty regulation.

Our reflection is organized as follows. Section 1 presents the channels through which regulation can contribute to
poverty reduction. We argue that its real outputs are very uncertain. Indeed, any regulation implies a double
interpretation of the primary legislation (we call it the ‘double screen’ of regulation). Regulation effectiveness
depends consecutively on the extent the regulator (first screen) and the regulated firms (second screen) respect their
commitments. Once this theorical specification is done, we explain why and how the actual electricity regulatory
arrangement was set up in Bolivia. Section 2 examines the quality of the electricity regulatory decisions (output of
the first screen); Section 3 assesses their final impact in the real economy (output of the second screen). The last
results are crucial because they strongly influence the apparition of the ‘virtuous circle of efficient regulation’. In
base of these observations, Section 4 suggests a series of policy recommendations that could help Bolivia give a propoor and social inclusive orientation to its electricity regulation. We wish these tracks fed the political debate during
the elaboration of the forthcoming electricity legislation. As any regulation is context dependent, it should be noted
that the present analysis is worthwhile only for Bolivia in its actual context. Given that many diverse elements
intervene in regulation dynamics, there is no evidence that our conclusions would be applicable to other developing
countries,
even
if
they
exhibit
similar
characteristics.
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Section 1
The State in search of its place in the market: poverty reduction
potential of State regulation; inherent limits; implementation in Bolivia
1.1. Potential of electricity regulation to lower poverty
Fig 1

Linkages between electricity regulation and poverty reduction

Source: Authors.
Fig 1 summarizes how electricity regulation can have an incidence on poverty. We retain four main channels of
transmission: access; affordability; investment; and quality of service. The two first ones (on the right) will
determine households’ ability to get the service (physically and economically). So, ‘livelihood protection’ measures
are expected to have stronger effects on extreme poverty (Minogue, 2005). Investment and quality of service (on the
left) have an incidence at the macro-economic level. Their impact in economy is indirect and requires high levels of
economic growth to reaching long-term poverty reduction. ‘Livelihood promotion’ measures will rather affect
relative poverty, by creating new labor revenue opportunities.
Micro-economic linkages are quite direct. Regulatory policies focused on the demand-side should facilitate
electricity provision by the poor more easily than any other channel. Estache et al. (2002) enumerate synthetically
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some instruments that could be used this way. They retain three ways for improving access: require
operators to provide it; reduce the cost of connection and increase the number and types of suppliers. But electricity
provision goes further than the mere access to the grid. So, regulatory measures should be taken to allow the poor
afford the service over time. In this perspective, the same authors quote four groups of actions that could be
implemented by the regulator: reduce the bill charged by poor households; rebalance electricity tariffs; reduce the
cost of service; facilitate the payment of bills.
Additionally, at the macro level, regulation can impact electricity supply capacity levels (through investment and
quality of service). Competition incentives are expected to increase productivity and access to financial markets. At
the end of the day, economic growth should rise up. Higher employment and wages should promote public takings,
and therefore public expenditure. Nevertheless, new socio-economies inequalities could appear if economic growth
is not pro-poor. In the short-run, poor unskilled people are especially vulnerable to salaries cuttings and lay-offs that
privatized companies are likely to impose for the sake of competitivity. Concession and licenses contractual clauses
are the most impacting tools to achieve durable investment commitments by the private providers. Well-targeted
quality of service standards should avoid the turmoil of repetitive blackouts.
It is noteworthy that adopting regulatory measures only on the demand-side won’t be sufficient because supply
capacity and demand are interdependent. As illustrated by the dashed lines, supply capacity is a determinant of
household access. Furthermore, before investing, companies realize market studies on profitability. So, expected
demand in the future will be a relevant factor of investment in the sector. In conclusion, pro-poor regulations should
combine specified regulatory measures both on the demand and on the supply-sides.
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1.2. What do we mean by ‘regulation’?
Regulating against poverty is a difficult task, whose results in the real economy are uncertain. Initially, ‘regulation’
comes from the scientific sphere and designs the mechanism that allows reaching the balancing of a technical
system. In economy, this idea of balancing corresponds to the day-to-day job of the regulator, that is, a mere
administrative task. Traditionally, researchers on regulation economics were interested in the institutional and legal
attributions of the regulator for setting reasonable tariffs and minimum service standards, as well as anti-trust
protections. Regulación as defined in the Electricity Law (1994) retains this narrow conception of the original
concept. However, such a definition impedes having a broad look over the interactions of the different actors
operating on the regulatory process. As we recognize that mosty actual regulatory systems are broader than the
formally designated regulatory entity, preference is given in this paper to Brown et al.’s conception of ‘regulatory
system’ (2006): ‘the combination of institutions, laws, and processes that, taken together, enable a government to
exercise formal and informal control over the operating and investment decisions of enterprises that supply
infrastructure services.’
Fig 2

The ‘double screen’ of State regulation in the electricity sector

* ‘Government governance’ refers to the ability of the policy-makers to legislate in accordance with the citizens’ will.
** ‘Regulatory governance’ refers to the ability of the regulatory arrangement to enforce the Law (in an independent system, the regulator’s role is
predominant).

Source: Authors.
As illustrated above, regulation gathers two distinct functions: policy-making (sectoral Law and executive decrees)
and market-balancing. Prior to the reform, the Ministry already executed both functions. With the introduction of the
US model-based independent regulatory agency, the novelty is that these two functions would be attributed to two
separate administrators. Policy-making remains in the hands of the political power (Parliament and government),
whereas private market supervision (market-balancing) is given to an administrative body autonomous from the
Ministry line. Note that social policies will also have impact on electricity provision. Given these public investments
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are direct State interventions in the national economy, they are not taken into consideration as part of the
regulatory framework.
Regulation can be compared as a ‘black box’ whose dynamics remain unknown. Its outputs depend on dynamic
factors that are both relative and interdependent, e.g. tolerance to risk of the served-community; methodologies used
to measure tolerable levels of risks and regulatory resources of the body (Brown et al, 2006). Regulation should not
be regarded as a developmental process (Dagderiven, forthcoming) because there is no lineal progression towards
effective regulation. Instead, the regulatory equation changes with the needs of the citizens. That is why one
regulatory measure can be adequate at a time in a country, and later appear totally shifted. Similarly, the same
decision won’t impact in the same way in two different countries. Actually, many interdependent parameters (e.g.
political power organization; economic situation; country’s wealth on natural resources; size of the grid) come into
play and make regulatory outputs unpredictable.
This apart, regulation effectiveness encounters its main limit in the indirect nature of its impacts. More than in any
governmental policy, good intentions in regulation do not necessarily lead to good outcomes. Before reaching the
electricity providers, the legislation will be interpreted twice: first by the regulator, second by the providers (Fig 2).
Whether citizens’ needs are respected depends on whether legal requirements cross a ‘double screen’. The first
screen is the regulator (in this case, we wonder whether the regulator emits regulatory decisions consistent with the
Law) and the second is the regulated firms (Do they respect their commitment towards the regulator?). Regulatory
risk encompasses both risks of regulatory capture by the regulator (much discretion associated with corruption
tendencies) and by the firms (market power). The greater the number of intermediaries, the higher the risk of
misunderstanding or distortion.
The preoccupation of ‘good governance’ building has been recently reiterated by UN-ESCAP/UNDP/ ADB in
Access to Basic Services for the Poor: The Importance of Good Governance (2007). In the context of regulatory
tasks, improving ‘good governance’ is crucial because of the existence of a double risk of failure in stating politicaladministrative decisions consistent to the citizens’ will. Both ‘good government governance’ (in policy-making) and
‘good regulatory governance’ (in market-balancing) are essential to achieving the regulatory goals. The first
guarantees that the Law reflects closely the real needs of the population (and not only the elites’ wills). The second
ensures that the agency design reduces the risk of regulatory capture. Redistributive regulation consists in building
trust and promoting social inclusion.
Just a note before going ahead: when studying regulation effectiveness, a series of difficulties emerge from the
acceptance of a broad concept of ‘regulation’. Minogue (2005) sums them up: ‘In sum, analysis of regulation
involves analysis of ideas, institutions, processes, activities, and actors, in all their myriad interrelationships in
economic, social and political spheres.’ As a result, any evaluation of regulation effectiveness must examine the
entire regulatory system and take into account its two basic dimensions: ‘regulatory governance’ and ‘regulatory
substance’. Due to limited time and data unavailability, we must recognize that the present analysis will be
obligatorily partial and subjective.
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1.3. The headache of the regulatory State
Implementing adequate regulation is a headache, almost insoluble to developing countries. Based on our review of
the literature, this paragraph displays a (non-exhaustive) list of issues that must be addressed.
1) The regulatory State is unfamiliar and new. As aforementioned, the experts don’t agree on a common definition
of regulation. Confusing translations make the debate difficult at the international scale.
2) Regulation will always be a second-best solution submitted to time tensions. Any regulation holds a cost of
compliance: the regulatory process tends to be inefficient because of the existence of information asymmetries.
There is a time tension in choosing regulation to address immediate market failures or to deal with the continuing
challenge of improving electricity market design.
3) The interests and strategies of the stakeholders hovering around the electricity market are divergent, sometimes
conflicting. Besides balancing the interests of the suppliers and the consumers, the regulator should make sure
that all citizens (among them, the unconnected) benefit from his activity. Pursuing the public interest is made
especially difficult because public and private actors are heterogeneous groups. Decentralization facilitates the
emergence of disputes between the first ones (regulator; government and local authorities). Private actors can be
either national or foreign, for profit or non-profit.
4) Policy solutions consistent with economic efficiency and social equity are not always politically feasible. For
example, international pressures have often influenced the pace of the reform process; the way privatization took
place may have undermined the political support for regulation.
5) Regulation is context dependant. Every government must set up its own regulation according to its needs and its
economic characteristics, so ‘best practice’ models are uneasily exportable. Periodic regulatory readjustments are
needed to fit at all conditions. Complete regulation uniformalization is undesirable.
In addition, developing countries must face specific problems:
1) It is difficult to imagine effective regulation without a regulatory State. Those can only emerge if existing
institutions are favorable to regulatory strategies. Regulatory culture won’t appear naturally in the context of nonconsolidated democracies that have suddenly opened their economies to international trade and might not always
have well-integrated the strategies of transnational actors.
2) Regulatory capacities are often scarce in developing countries. Electricity regulation is a very technical job:
governments can find it hard to recruit and remunerate high-profile electricity engineers for staffing the regulator.
In small electricity markets, a former technician of the regulator could later be employed by a regulated firm: this
situation lifts the risk of regulatory capture.
3) In developing countries, the Welfare State is usually weaker than in industrialized countries. The regulatory
challenge is higher: more people could be negatively affected by competitive electricity markets strategies. That
is why integrating a social dimension in utility regulations is advocated.
4) Building effective regulation remains a highly political question. Regulations hold intrinsically an ideological
component. Setting it up supposes taking into account political, economic and other concerns. Above all, cultural
contexts remain a primary determinant of the reception of reforms: it simply is impossible to create a regulatory
blueprint that would meet universally social-political acceptance.
5) Developing countries may be the victims of the past assistantship tradition. Industrialized countries models have
typically constituted benchmarks for developing countries for building their own institutions. The problem in the
present case is that developing countries and industrialized countries pursue very few common goals (sector
performance and efficiency). However, they exhibit opposite investment and consumption-related needs. While
industrialized countries try to lower investment and consumption levels to save money, developing countries will
try to rise up investment amounts dramatically to build grids and expand the market.
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1.4. The Bolivian electricity regulation re-foundation of the nineties
Like many other developing countries, Bolivia’s electric systems can be divided in two groups: the main network
and the off-grid networks (see map in Appendix 2). The National Interconnected System (NIS) represents more than
4/5ths of the generation power and provides six departments (La Paz, Cochabamba, Oruro, Potosí, Chuquisaca and
Santa Cruz). On the fringes, the Isolated Systems cover partially the rest of the territory (Beni, Pando and Tarija).
Some firms (Self-producers) produce power for their own business.
Prior to the reform, the industry was small and performing (Mostert, 2003). The generation power was reaching 755
MW in 1992 (half thermo power and half hydroelectric power). Since 1968, the electricity industry was ruled by the
Código de Electricidad. The competency of policy-making was in the hands of the Ministry of Energy and
Hydrocarbons (Fig 3). The market-balancing was the job of the Dirección National de Electricidad (DINE), inside
the same Ministry. Actually, the main actor in the system was not the Ministry but the vertically-integrated Statecompany Empresa Nacional de Electricidad (ENDE). Even if it didn’t hold a monopoly, ENDE concentrated 75% of
the generation power. It could easily impose its preferences since the institutional capacities of the DINE were weak.
Competition only existed between ENDE and COBEE , and was limited to the direct provision of a few industrial
businesses.
Fig 3

Pre-reform electricity market organization

Source: Authors.
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Many problems were slowing down the development of the sector. Despite of a growing demand, the
generation power was still very low and grid-expansion was improving too slowly because of the lack of funding. In
a context of fiscal crisis, the State couldn’t afford spending so much on cross-subsidizing utilities, and, at the same
time, investing in infrastructure programs without threatening macro-economic stabilization. Technically, high
energy losses were being registered in generation and distribution. Payment collection and the co-ordination of the
firms operating on the NIS were deficient. The municipal tariff-setting was digging the economic inequalities over
the country. A major change was needed to modernize the sector by introducing technical progress and new
management processes.
After various failed attempts, the context became favorable for activating the reform. Economically, Bolivia was
recovering from a devastating hyperinflation period. Both the industry and the agriculture sectors were in crisis. The
deficits of the State-owned companies became an explicit matter of concern on the political agenda. The new
President Sánchez de Lozada sped up the process that had straddled two previous administrations. The Bolivian
Congress replaced in 1994 the Código de Electricidad by a new Electricity Law and gave the green light to the
liberalization of the electricity industry. Three main ideas would inspire the reform: large private participation,
competition wherever it is possible and strong market regulation.
The first step dealt with vertical and horizontal industry unbundling. This would create the essential conditions to
attract private investors in the sector and avoid undesirable private monopolies. The reform focused on the NIS, in
other words: the most profitable electricity system. The Isolated Systems wouldn’t suffer major transformations. The
originality of the Bolivian reform rests on the ‘capitalization’ mode of privatization. Unlike Argentina, Bolivia’s
primary objective didn’t consist of filling the coffers of the State. In a tense context, the reformers would test an
innovative method of utilities privatization to ensure that major investments would be done in generation. In this
way, the State didn’t totally give up its ownership to the private sector. Once converted in incorporated companies,
50% of the shares went to the private investor with the winning bid under the condition that it would invest an
amount equal to what he had offered to carry out investment programs. In exchange, the State gave up the
management of the capitalized generators. The State invested its shares (45%) in a private pension fund called
BONOSOL. The remaining 5% were transferred to the employees of the capitalized companies. Through this
operation, the State met a triple goal: make sure that substantial generation capacities were created quickly to face
the growing demand; foster the national financial market; and make the reform popular by financing social projects.
Unlike generation, transmission and distribution segments were privatized traditionally. For the latter, the State
transferred a majority of shares to the investors, and used freely the proceeds.
The processes of industry unbundling, capitalization and privatization recomposed the electricity market structure
(Fig 4). It is worth noticing that all the firms operating on the NIS are today controlled by foreign shareholders who
expect high levels of financial profitability from their investments.
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Fig 4

Post-reform electricity market structure (main companies), 2007

Note: In Bolivia, distribution encompasses both the maintenance of the low-tension grid and the retail service.

Source: Authors.
The most visible consequence of the process is the disintegration of ENDE. As the new Law states the interdiction of
cross-ownership across segments, three companies controlled by US capitals (Corani S.A.; Guaracachi S.A.; and
Valle Hermoso S.A.) shared its generation power in 1995. These firms negotiated and obtained exclusive rights in
generation until December 1999. In 1997, ENDE’s and COBEE’s transmission activities merged to be run by the
private firm Transportadora de Electricidad (TDE). Since 1999, the US giant PPL owns the most profitable part of
ENDE’s distribution activity (its shares in ELFEC). Firms handling distribution were established as independent
regional monopolies in the NIS: CRE; ELFEC; SEPSA; CESSA; ELECTROPAZ and ELFEO. Note that the
government had to push COBEE to its disintegration, by promising a series of privileges to its future managers.
Today, COBEE S.A. is controlled by a US-Swedish consortium and only operates in generation. COBEE’s
distribution facilities were transferred to ELECTROPAZ and ELFEO. Overall, the privatization process was
successful. However, some legal provisions failed to be enforced, mainly because of political interference.
The further bet was promoting competition wherever possible. This idea was relative new in Bolivia. So, the
Electricity Law began by elaborating strict sanctions to punish undesirable anti-competitive behavior. At the end,
competition was introduced on the wholesale market (mercado mayorista) and in generation. Given the small size of
the grid, transmission and distribution were considered as natural monopolies.
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Fig 5

Post-reform electricity regulatory arrangement

Source: Authors.
Competition is not guaranteed simply by guaranteeing property rights and taking the government out of the market.
So, the reform of the early nineties marked the re-foundation of the electricity regulation. Building the regulatory
State required many structural reforms to reorganize the administration and prepare it to assume its new role. In this
perspective, the legislators equalized in 1990 the privileges of foreign and domestic investors, opening Bolivia to
foreign capital (Inversion Law). The Privatization Law (1992) and the Capitalization Law (1994) shaped a legal
framework to future private participation in strategic economic sectors. Later, the Law of Popular Participation
(1994) and the Decentralization Law (1995) would give a democratic orientation to the reform by rebalancing the
State powers over the territory. Efficient administrative regulation (market-balancing) became essential to the wellfunctioning of the electricity market. A new regulatory system replaced the weak ministerial oversight. ENDE,
which occupied the core of the old system, let its protagonist role to the Electricity Superintendency. The multisector regulatory arrangement called SIRESE would arbitrate the game between the utility providers, the citizens and
the political power (Parliament and government). Here is the detail of each actor’s role in the new arrangement:
The Government (Viceministry of Electricity and Alternative Energies) The Viceministry of Electricity and
Alternative Energies is supervised by the Ministry of Hydrocarbons and Energy. Leader of the policy-making, it is in
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charge of proposing policies to the legislators and must emit executive decrees to specify the sectoral
Law. The Ministry is responsible for rural electrification: the Plan Bolivia de Electrificación Rural (PLABER) is its
major tool for increasing the connection rates in those areas.
The National Congress The elected assemblies (Parliament) hold the popular legitimacy. They examine the
governmental proposals and edit ordinary laws that regulate the electricity sector.
The Electricity Superintendency (SE) The electricity regulator was created in 1996. Its legal mandate refers to the
market-balancing function. It includes granting concessions and licenses; monitoring over the correct delivery of
services and compliance with contractual obligations by the regulated providers; pricing and setting minimum
quality standards; applying sanctions; processing complaints filed by consumers, regulated firms and State entities;
approving international interconnections. The SE holds its siege in La Paz plus 5 regional offices (Cochabamba;
Oruro; Tarija; Cobija; Santa Cruz).
The General Superintendency It is the hierarchical superior of the SE. This overseeing agency is responsible for
SIRESE system-wide coordination, appeals and evaluation.
The National Committee for Load Dispatch (Comité Nacional de Despacho de Carga-CNDC) This technical body is
responsible for the efficient functioning of the transactions operated on the wholesale market. Supervised by the SE,
it must realize the on real-time load dispatch at lowest cost on the NIS.
The ODECO customer service centers A customer complaints system called ODECO (Oficinas del Consumidor) was
established in 1997. These service centers (both physical and virtual) make it easier for the consumers to use the
procedures for conflict resolution. In case of dissatisfaction with the service, first round complaints can be made to
the closest customer service center. If the dispute is not adequately resolved, the complainer has the option of raising
a second round complaint with the SE (revocatory recourse), and at last with the General Superintendency
(hierarchical recourse). Once the administrative review way is exhausted, cases can be taken to court (Supreme Court
of Justice).
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Section 2 Crossing the first screen: to what extent does the regulator enforce the
Law?
Government governance is weak in Bolivia: this observation denotes a major starting obstacle for the regulation to
cater to the needs of the citizens. The following section aims at putting the light on whether the institutional-legal
characteristics of the Bolivian arrangement weakens even more the possibilities of the citizens’ wills to be fulfilled in
reality. In two steps, we wonder first whether the regulator is strong enough to enforce the Law (regulatory
governance capacity), and then we evaluate the quality of the market-balancing (see Fig 2).
2.1. How strong is the electricity regulation arrangement to enforce the Law?
As most countries over the world, Bolivia has adopted the US model of independent regulator. Although it is an
idealized framework, it seemed to us logical to base our analysis on benchmarks adapted to this model, with a special
focus on the design of the core of the arrangement: the Electricity Superintendency (SE). Thus, we have opted for
using the study criteria by Stern and Holder (quoted by Stern and Cubbin, 2005). This typology presents the
advantage of distinguishing the formal attributes of one regulatory arrangement (Clarity of Roles and Objectives;
Autonomy; Accountability) from its informal components (Participation; Transparency; Predictability). The first
group refers to the mandate and interactions of the actors, whereas the second focuses on the degree of discretion of
regulators in decision-making.
Formal regulatory governance
3

Clarity of Roles and Objectives

Bolivia has fixed its regulatory arrangement by law. This is positive for the stability of the arrangement: laws stating
broad principles are more representative of political consensus and inherently more permanent than the alternative of
establishing regulatory systems by executive decree. Of course, governments may find it necessary to specify it in
more details to gain the confidence of investors. This is desirable under the condition that the regulator keeps in its
hands enough power to carry out its duties independently which should reinforce the sustainability of the system.
Regarding the delineation of roles, the arrangement seems relatively strong. As displayed above, the legislation
attributes a clear function to every actor in the system. Separate policy-making and market-balancing (which is
reiterated in three different laws) represents a powerful weapon against the possible apparition of political
interference; inter-institutional conflicts and policy confusion.
In the Electricity Law, the objectives of the sectorial regulation are surprisingly absent. For lack of this, we must
refer to the SIRESE Law (Art.1). Regulators must guarantee that:
‘a) the activities under its jurisdiction are operated efficiently, they contribute to developing the national economy
and they tend to the situation in which all the citizens of the Republic can access to these services;
b) as the users’ interests, the companies’ interests, any other regulated entity’s interests whatever its shape and its
organization or place of constitution, as the State’s interests, benefit effectively from the legal protection; and
c) the power of the State regulation operates in accordance with the Law’
These objectives are essentially economical. The social goal (in bold letters) is reduced as a socially desirable
‘trend’. Without discouraging it, the duty of regulating in the interest of poor is not stated as a priority. As the
sectorial law doesn’t specify these aims, the SE holds a great power of discretion for performing. However, the
potential risk of political interference -even higher in countries with a long tradition of populism- is restricted in
Bolivia thanks to the two-level nature of the SIRESE system: the double oversight of the market by the SE and the
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General Superintendency increases substantially the cost of regulatory capture. To know how the SE
interprets its role today, it is interesting to compare its legal objectives to the SE’s answers to a recent questionnaire
on regulatory governance. Here are its answers to the question ‘What are the objectives of the agency?’
‘1) to enforce the law, developing regulation and its tools;
2) to improve the agency’s human capital;
3) to get adequate technology for successfully fulfill its role;
4) to develop linkages with the stakeholders;
5) to receive the peoples’ recognition for its role’
Above some elements of its legal mandate, the current preoccupations of the SE seem focusing today on its own
professionalization and legitimacy building. There is a discontinuity between what is stated by Law; its interpretation
by the SE; and the political priorities expressed in the Plan de Desarrollo Nacional.
4

Autonomy

The ability of a regulator to make a final decision without having to obtain approval from the policy-makers is
essential to an independent regulator. Establishing political autonomy was a very huge challenge in Bolivia because
presidentialism traditionally blocks the emergence of parliamentary powers of checks-and-balances. Today, the SE
can perform its duties without receiving any instruction from the ministerial authorities. In the same perspective, the
latter are not allowed to create policies with retrospective effects that would imply undoing decisions taken before by
the regulator. A limit in the arrangement stems from the Ministry, which can undergo pressures of politicians or
interests groups, holds the competency of emitting decrees -they have multiplied in the last years- that can threaten
the power of discretion of the SE.
Secondly, independent funding and staffing are good indicators of the political will to establish an independent
regulator. In Bolivia, the budget of the SE proceeds exclusively from a tax charged to the regulated companies of the
NIS. Under supervision of the General Superintendency, the SE manages freely its expenditure and its organizational
structure by its own. Regarding the personnel, the SE organizes its own recruitment process and scales of posts and
salaries. By establishing that all the staff should be submitted to the Civil Service Law, the legislators prioritized
their moral commitment to serve the public interest over productivity. The President of the Republic appoints the
director of the SE (Superintendente de Electricidad) for five years over three nominees chosen by the Senators (Fig
5). The candidates can’t have any linkage with the President’s family (with the Ministry there is no restriction).
Except random cases, the term of one director’s office doesn’t coincide with the terms of a legislature. He can be
removed only in case of penal punition. These elements show a high level of regulatory autonomy from political
authorities.
Besides the risk of political interference, regulators must also face the unavoidable issue of information asymmetries.
The SE should be able to force the regulated firms -that are often more knowledgeable than itself in keys areas like
operation costs; demand; investment needs; and quality of service- to comply with requests for relevant technical and
commercial data. Detailed antimonopoly provisions; the right of the SE to inspect the firms associated with a battery
of typified infractions should incline strongly the companies to collaborate. The Law dissuades the firms from
appropriating the discretional power of the regulator.
5

Accountability

The SE is the unique entity responsible for electricity regulation in the eyes of the National Congress and the
government. The SE must send feedback about its activities to the General Superintendency. In return, it should
receive tips to improve the quality of its work. A formal review procedure (Fig 5) allows the regulated stakeholders
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(users and firms) to challenge the regulatory decisions. Anyone can also ask the SE to examine presumed
anti-competitive behavior. The General Superintendency can inspect its subordinate any time. In the last years, the
Law of Administrative Process and new executive decrees have considerably increased the responsibilities of the
regulator concerning consumer rights protection.
Informal regulatory governance
6

Participation

All relevant stakeholders (policy-makers, firms and citizens) should be involved to improve the quality of regulatory
decisions, reduce the risk of capture, increase support from all the parties, and finally help to achieve more effective
outcomes (Ugaz, 2002). Bolivia set up its arrangement through a top-down process, prioritizing the elites’ will.
Covered by the excuse that regulation is intrinsically a technical business, the reformers omitted designing direct
participation mechanisms. As a result, neither the consumers nor the regulated firms are given voice in regulatory
decision-making. Therefore, the civil society is not encouraged to organize itself through consumer organizations so
as to avoid them exposing their viewpoint and getting some influence in regulatory decisions. Public consultations
are not systematic (except for a few topics like licensing): their activation is up to the SE. They have one-off outputs:
even if consultations are held, this doesn’t lead automatically to re-orientated decisions. With the passing years,
popular participation got more relevance in the eyes of the politicians as a way to manage the growing social unrest.
Although governments have been increasingly involving people in policy-making, popular participation in regulation
remains scarce. Yet, active consumer delegates at the negotiating table make lobbying costs dissuasive even to
powerful transnational corporations: this proved to be more effective to offset the potential of capture than single
consultation process (Ugaz, 2002).
7

Transparency

Public participation and accountability won’t be effective without transparency. This word refers to the procedures
and instruments aiming at publicizing the activity of the regulator and ensuring that the whole decision-making
process is run by the principle of integrity. It is especially important to the consumers who are usually the group less
informed about the ins and outs of regulatory issues. Transparent regulation tends to enhance administrative
modernization. As the consumers tend to assume the worst when regulators operate in secret, the stake of
transparency is the political sustainability of the regulation.
Transparency appears among the six fundamental principles of the Electricity Law. As a public entity, the SE must
make its information to the public accessible. All its acts must be gathered in an updated register to be later
synthesized in an annual report. The SE must notify its decisions and communicate them to the press. An advisory
committee audits the regulator internally and its management reports must be examined externally. The half-opacity
of the nomination process of the SE’s director tones it down: to be director, the only legal requirement is holding a
masters degree. There is no legal requirement of professional experience in regulation to get the job.
8 Predictability
Predictability shouldn’t be confounded with over-regulation, which avoids a desirable degree of flexibility in
decision-making. The degree of predictability of an arrangement increases with the experience of the regulator.
Present decisions will determine whether private investors will risk entering the market in the future. To foster
credibility, the legislators gave the investors some powers initially: e.g. distributors can remove a connection without
any warning if two consecutive bills were not paid in time. Then, some decrees improved the level of predictability
of the system (e.g. on tariffs review procedure; on infractions/sanctions). However, two fragilities should be noted:
first, the arrangement is based on a law that could be removed by the single majority of the legislators (ordinary law).
The second refers to the complex nature of the system itself, which implies that predictability depends on the quality
of the inter-institutional coordination. Overall, as the main regulatory roles remain unchanged since 1994, Bolivia’s
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regulatory system looks stable.
It should be highlighted that recent governmental decisions threaten this stability. First, Bolivia withdrew in 2007
from the International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID) of the World Bank. Second, since the
same year, the Ministry of Hydrocarbons and Energy exerts a tutel on the SE and ENDE. Both decisions would
affect negatively the trust of foreign investors in the independent regulatory system.
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2.2. How effective is the market-balancing?
Our analysis on governance confirms the results of the LAC Electricity Regulatory Governance Database (Andres et
al, 2007: see Appendix 3). In the next paragraph our goal is assessing to what extent the regulator uses its tools for
reducing poverty and inequality. Given the lack of reliable indicators associated with time and data limitations, our
analysis is restricted to a crucial indicator of the existence of market power in developing countries: the possible
apparition of private monopolies.
Fig 6

Generation Market, NIS, 2007

Source: Electricity Superintendency.
Generation
The Electricity Law limits the market shares of privatized generators to 35%. Today, the largest company operating
on the NIS holds today less than 30% of the market (Fig 6). New companies have entered into play since exclusivity
rights are over (e.g. Bulo Bulo and HB). On the wholesale market, eight generators compete to inject the electric
power to the system. We can speak of full-competition because there is no restriction to enter the market.
Transmission
The dimension of the grid determines the amplitude or restriction of the energy available. Transmitters must obey the
same rules as generators, except the rule of the 35%. In exchange, licenses oblige them to serve any generator or
distributor that requires it (free-access). In 2005, a second operator entered the market (ISA-Bolivia): the market is
almost a duopoly. We cannot speak of competition because each firm administrates a part of the NIS in position of
natural monopoly. The management of the secondary grid is fragmented. The Law is entry-restrictive: the SE can
authorize new entrants only if grid-expansion costs proposed by the current transmitter are considered too high.
Distribution
This segment is also considered as a natural monopoly: the total costs are minimized with a unique supplier because
it allows economies of scale. This means that consumers cannot choose between several providers. Each company
covers a geographical area agreed in a concession contract (up to 40 years) with the SE. This public service contract
must include grid-expansion targets and customer service standards. Basically, the legal duties of any distributor are
(Art 30, Electricity Law):
‘a) supply any consumer that requires it within its concession area;
b) satisfy all the demand within its concession area;
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c) hold in force contracts with generators corresponding at least to 80% of the maximum demand for
three years
d) allow unregulated consumers; generators; auto-generators to use its installations within its concession area’
Fig 7

Distribution Market, NIS, 2007

Source: Electricity Superintendency.
Today, CRE, ELECTROPAZ and ELFEC share more than ¾ of the distribution market of the NIS. In the rural areas
covered by the NIS, rural organizations and cooperatives provide electricity locally. Consumers whose demand is
over 1 MW can sign directly a contract with a generator: today a few industries beneficiate from this status of
‘unregulated consumer’. The SE has also delivered public service concessions to the integrated providers (over a
threshold of energy provision) operating in the Isolated Systems.
In conclusion, the SE has succeeded in enforcing the antimonopoly provisions to the privatized market. The NIS is a
hybrid system with a competitive wholesale market and a limited competition for retail market (mercado minorista).
Electricity trade in the Isolated Systems is not so well regulated. There is no ‘regulated competition’: to some extent,
the contracts that link the regulated firms to the SE allow the private investors to reduce their risks at the expense of
the public interest.
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Section 3 Crossing the second screen: how effective is the electricity regulation in
the real economy?
The impacts of regulation on real economy are very difficult to quantify. As any dynamic process, its effects cannot
be easily separated from the outputs caused by external elements (economic situation; technical progress; natural
evolution of supply and demand); from the outputs of other State policies (including social policies promoting
electrification); and more specifically from the outputs of other aspects of the electricity reform that were introduced
simultaneously (privatization, capitalization, competition). Among all the pertinent indicators that could be used, we
have observed the evolution of the ones that are expected to contribute to poverty reduction (access; affordability;
investment and quality of service) from the early nineties onwards. Our interpretation takes into consideration the
fact that regulation is far from being the unique determinant of the evolution of these variables.
3.1. Access
Regulation is expected to have a great impact on electricity coverage. Between 1992 and 2007, the SE has registered
a gradual increase of the number of electricity consumers (+168%), and a clear progression of the sells as well
(+137%) (Appendixes 4 and 5). However, since the new arrangement is in force (1996), the figure of the curb doesn’t
l indicate any acceleration of these phenomenons. In relative value, the number of consumers increased quicker in
the departments covered by Isolated Systems (+300%) than in the departments covered by the NIS (+162%). While
sales were increasing by 130% in the departments covered by the NIS, they have more than quadrupled in the
departments covered by Isolated Systems (+368%). These observations raise doubts about the effectiveness of
regulation to promote access. Let us have a look at the national household surveys to add depth to our analysis.
Despite the risk of statistical error, those are useful to know whether access improvements have beneficiated equally
to all income level groups.
Fig 8

Access to electricity by geographic area (% total households)

* Household survey realized between November 2003 and November 2004.
Note: in Bolivia, rural areas correspond to agglomerations fewer than 2,000 inhabitants.

Source: INE.
Fig 8 shows the number of households declaring access to electricity by geographical area since the SE performs its
job. Above the relative low level of electrification rates, what is striking is the huge gap in access between urban and
rural areas. Curbs getting closed very slightly might announce the shy beginning of a slow convergence over the
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country. Unfortunately, this bringing together seems to stem more from dropping connection rates in
urban areas than from a substantial increase of rural electrification.
Actually, the rhythm of new connections didn’t follow the evolution of the population. In the cities, urban growth
was fed by rural depopulation in the nineties, exerting a pressure on the demand in the receiving areas. Decreasing
proportion of connected households doesn’t mean that many people were disconnected from the grid. Even a
stagnant rate may coincide with the access of larger fringes of population to electricity. Internal migrations may have
had positive effects on poverty reduction (Bojanic and Krakowski, 2003). Urban coverage may also be
underestimated. Most of the people that have left the countryside were relatively poorer than their counterparts living
in town (but not the poorest). They have settled down in suburbs areas whose dwellings, often illegal, might not be
registered in the census. In the countryside, electricity coverage remains very low (less than 30% of rural
households) but is rising over time. Three elements could explain this trend: paternalistic local subsidiarization of
electrification projects; successful national policies; and illegal connections made official, which doesn’t mean
always good news for the poor. The next two charts decompose access by household income per capita both in urban
(Fig 9) and in rural areas (Fig 10). Population was divided into five quintiles: Q1 stands for the poorest and Q5 for
the richest. Looking at them, it is worth bearing in mind that the bottom three quintiles represent poor households.
Fig 9

Access to electricity by household income per capita: urban areas (% urban households)

Source: INE.
Access to electricity in urban areas doesn’t depend so much on the income level. The coverage was relatively high to
all income levels when the SE started to regulate the market, and there is no major change since then. Generally,
even the poorest (Q1) access the service. It seems that access to electricity followed the same pattern whatever the
income quintile: in the first years of regulation, Q1’s access increased more than the average. From 2000 to 2002
(economic slowdown), the inflection of all curbs discerns a general deterioration of the situation. Access by the
poorest fell back in 2005 to the level of 1997.
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Fig 10
households)

Access to electricity by household income per capita: rural areas (% rural

Note: Unfortunately, statistics for Q1 are not applicable.

Source: INE.
The panorama of rural areas is more contrasting. Income level seems to have more incidences on access levels. Less
than one fifth of rural households whose income corresponds to Q2 access to the service all along the period,
whereas half the richest gets it. This chart confirms the degradation of access between 2000 and 2002 detected
before. In base of these curbs, two hypotheses can be drawn. First, non universal coverage of the richest (Q5)
suggests that access to electricity is not physically easy in rural areas. Second, income level matters for accessing to
electricity in rural areas.
In sum, people living in urban areas and rural areas encounter different problems regarding access. Even if the
increase of connections didn’t bypass the poor, it is not obvious that regulation favored them satisfactorily, above all
against new vulnerabilities due to economic slowdowns. Indeed, regulatory measures to promote access by the poor
are very symbolic (e.g. the SE compels the firms to loan measurement devices for low consumers). Today,
connecting oneself to the grid is the only legal way to get the service in privatized areas. Suppliers are allowed to
charge a (tidy) fee for connection and reconnection. In contrast to water, which had been placed under stringent
obligations to meet specific connection targets in low-income neighborhoods with good results, electricity regulation
apparently didn’t focus as much on attenuating the ‘cream-skimming’ effect (Foster and Irusta 2003). Worryingly,
the definition of the concession in the Electricity Law is not applicable to the suburbs.
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3.2. Affordability
Another key objective of the reform is to make the electricity market financially self-sustaining. In profit-driven
markets, competition incentives and price-distorting cross-subsidies aiming at lowering residential prices may be
incompatible. Prices tending to equalize the marginal cost of supply are the minimum requirement to attract private
suppliers. But in low-income countries with high investment needs in infrastructure, cost-recovery tariffs may be
unaffordable to a significant number of households, at least before the benefits of competition compensates it. There
is a positive correlation between the extent that prices are cost-recovery and the income-level of the country. The
extent to which prices rise or fall is somewhere a political choice materialized by what option of tariff-setting the
regulator will opt to. It last time before a new decree on tariff-setting (2001) was taken to specify the rules of the
game regarding tariff-setting. Finally Bolivia opted for the price-cap methodology for distribution on the basis of
what the SE had enforced by its own. The new structure has created three groups of consumers: high; medium and
low demand.
Fig 11

Tariffs by consumer group, SIN, 2007 (cUS$/kWh)

Source: Electricity Superintendency.
The SE recognizes six consumer groups: residential (households); general; industrial; public lighting; miscellaneous
(Fig 11). The SE adopts the tariffs structure of each firm every four years. As illustrated above, the six distributors of
the NIS charge highest prices for the categories ‘general’ and ‘public lighting’. Even if the pattern of rebalancing
doesn’t favor especially residential consumers (an increase in the value of the fixed charge and a progressive decline
in the value of the unit charges), it should be noted that electricity prices in Bolivia remain much lower than the
average of the LAC countries (World Development Indicators 2008). In fact, the foreseen gradual removal of
subsidies to encourage new entrants by guaranteeing them attractive rate-of-returns, proved to be politically
unfeasible because low residential prices are considered as a social benefits. As a result, prices continued to obey
political considerations, and are set up below the future-oriented long term marginal cost, necessary to ensure high
levels of private investment. Tarifa Dignidad (2006) is a subsidy that allows low-consumers a 25% discount on their
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electricity bill. This help can surely improve the provision by the poor but may not target them
adequately (many times they are non-consumers).
Fig 12

Average residential tariffs per department (cUS$/kWh): 1990-2007

Note: average tariffs charged to final consumers (before taxes on added value)

Source: Electricity Superintendency.
Electricity prices tend to be lower in the departments covered by the NIS (warm-colored curbs) than in the
departments covered by Isolated Systems (cold-colored curbs). Even if the wholesale market prices may have
diminished over time, prices charged to households -that rose up just before the reform- didn’t seem to follow the
same pattern. Electricity prices continued to increase even after the SE has started to regulate the market. Since a
tariff stabilization fund was set up in 2000, prices stabilized. Certainly we can guess a slight convergence of prices.
But the persistence of pricing inequality over the territory is worrying, above all because we have seen before that
affordability is a matter of concern more relevant to rural areas. The reality is that people living in Beni, Pando and
Tarija -among the poorest departments in Bolivia- are charged two to three times the price paid in urban areas.
Because basic services are more expensive, this drives people to leave rural areas, it causes regional imbalances in
development planning and shifts the problem of access to basic services to the cities causing new problems related to
the urban crisis phenomenon (e.g. pressure on accommodation prices, on infrastructure needs and on the labor
market). This adds political pressure to continue cross-subsidies schemes even though they are not economically
desirable in urban areas. In the meantime, equipping rural communities with utility infrastructure will become all the
more unprofitable as a growing number of people move to the cities.
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3.3. Investment
Fig 13

Total investment: electricity sector (million US$), 1996-2004

Source: UDAPE, Diagnóstico Sector Eléctrico (2000-2004).
Fig 13 illustrates the total investments injected in the electricity sector in the post-reform period. As the chart shows,
in the late nineties, Bolivia built up historic FDI levels, in part thanks to the success of the capitalization process. At
this moment, there was an over-capacity of the supply. But as the investments were becoming less profitable, foreign
private investors have withdrawn from the sector. Given that the domestic capacities of saving and fiscal collection
are very weak, the expansion of the sector is highly dependent on these foreign investments. The economic
slowdown around 2000 rose doubts about the sustainability of the system. Today, private funding is sharply
declining as a result of the nationalist discourse of the government and the political instability of the country.
Fig 14

Electricity Supply and Demand (MW), 1992-2007

Note: this chart takes into consideration all electric systems (not only the NIS).

Source: Electricity Superintendency.
In Bolivia, the generation power has doubled since 1992, reaching almost 1500 MW in 2007. Yet, the supply
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capacity remains very inferior to its neighbors with similar populations. The origin of the power is
unchanged: 53% comes from thermoplants (gas) and 47% from hydropower. All other sources of generation are still
residual (e.g. wind energy; solar radiation; nuclear). Technical contradictions have impeded the interconnection of
the NIS with Brazil and Peru.
In Fig 14, the dark blue demarcates the generation power of the Bolivian plants. Note that the effective supply
capacity of the country is more or less 10% inferior to this level (in 2007) taking into account normal technical
losses. The clear blue demarcates the estimated demand according to the calculations of the SE. Technically, a
minimum spare of 10% -materialized by the dashed line- is recommended to guarantee the continuity of the service.
Clearly, demand level is dangerously catching up supply capacity: the power spare is getting close to zero. Urgently,
major investments are needed to create supply capacities and satisfy the (growing) existing demand. With the rural
depopulation, new investments shouldn’t focus only in the rural areas because private investments in urban areas are
likely to be insufficient. Hence the next question: who and how finance them?
Fig 15

Structure of government spending, 1990-2007

Source: INE.
Before the reform, the State funded energy infrastructure projects (white line in Fig 15). In the late nineties, policymakers preferred betting on social projects (red area) to fight against poverty through major education and healthcare
programmes. In the philosophy of the reform, private investment would allow the sector to satisfy the domestic
demand and open new horizons for international trade in the electricity sector. Today, it is obvious that this strategy
will be unsustainable over time when the country encountered financial problems. The actual government had to redistribute the public spending. In sum, market-based development didn’t manage to create enough sustainable
investments in the sector.
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3.4. Quality of service
When prices levels are limited, companies can be tempted to compensate by reducing service quality. The SE has set
up indicators of quality of service to ensure safe and continuous service provision. After a ‘transition period’ (19982000), the non collaborative firms were submitted to financial punitions.
Fig 16

Total number of interruptions in transmission, SIN, 1998-2007

Fig 17

Total duration of interruptions in transmission (min), SIN, 1998-2007

Source: Electricity Superintendency.
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Fig 16 and 17 show the evolution of one of the most relevant indicators to the users: interruptions in
transmission. From 1998 to 2007, interruptions were very volatile. As they may come from lots of punctual events
(e.g. weather conditions; facility operations; entry of ISA-Bolivia in the market in 2005…), this makes our
interpretation difficult. Even if these levels are below the average of the LAC countries, shortages appear neither less
frequent nor shorter. Transmission lines growingly congestioned make the main electric system unsafe. Accidents
are more frequent on the 115 kV lines to which a relative high number of consumers are connected (a disconnection
on a 69 kV line concerns less people).
Fig 18

Electric power transmission and distribution losses (% of output)

Source: WDI 2006.
Regarding losses in transmission and distribution, Bolivia gets better results than the average of LAC countries.
Remember that these segments are the ones that have reveived least investments (comparing to generation).
However, since the SE regulates the market, losses levels seem being increasing. Regarding the quality of
distribution, the SE also monitors a set of indicators. Improvements are subtantial but might not foster access by the
poor. One-size quality standards don’t help them reach a legal grid connection. The poor could be interested in
receiving a cheaper low-quality service.
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Section 4

Policy recommendations for a pro-poor and social inclusive
regulation

Fig 19

Moderate poverty by geographical area (1999-2006)
1999

2000

2001

2002

2005

2006

Total Bolivia
Poverty Rate (%)

63.47

66.38

63.12

63.33

59.63

59.92

Total Population

8 000 798

8 274 803

8 248 404

8 547 091

9 366 312

9 600 809

Poor Population

5 078 106

5 492 814

5 206 393

5 412 566

5 584 772

5 752 902

Urban Areas
Poverty Rate (%)

51.36

54.47

54.28

53.91

48.18

50.27

Total Population

5 035 535

5 268 526

5 148 771

5 330 045

6 001 837

6 065 496

Poor Population

2 586 251

2 869 766

1 682 481

2 873 265

2 891 635

3 049 317

Rural Areas
Poverty Rate (%)

84.00

87.02

77.69

78.80

80.05

76.47

Total Population

2 965 263

3 006 277

3 099 633

3 217 046

3 364 475

3 535 313

Poor Population

2 490 821

2 616 062

400 080

2 535 037

2 693 137

2 703 585

Notes: These indicators haven’t been calculated for the Household Survey (2003-2004).
’Moderate poverty’ represent people living under the poverty line (whose income is insufficient to consume a
basket of basic products, besides food). It includes ‘extreme poverty’ (people who can’t even afford a certain
level of food).

Source: INE.
Between 1999 and 2006, poverty rates have slightly decreased (Fig 19). This evolution expressed in relative value
hides an increase of the number of poor people in absolute value both in rural and in urban areas. Major public social
expenditures supported by generous aid flows and complemented by funds made available by HIPC I and II, may
have contributed to lower poverty. But in the last years, growth and investments in infrastructure haven’t been propoor, and even less in the urban areas (Klasen et al, 2004). Any regulatory decision aiming at lowering poverty
through a macro-economic channel (Fig 1) has had probably very limited effects in reality. The micro-economic
channel has been very little used. As the capacity of supply is deficient, it is true that very few improvements in
access were conceivable.
Fig 20

Distribution of monthly income per capita (1999-2006)
1999

2000

2001

2002

2005

2006

Bolivia

0.579

0.626

0.590

0.606

0.602

0.592

Urban Areas

0.487

0.540

0.532

0.539

0.536

0.531

Rural Areas

0.647

0.689

0.635

0.614

0.617

0.640

Notes: These indicators haven’t been calculated for the Household Survey (2003-2004).
0 = perfect equality; 1 = perfect inequality

Source: INE.
Poverty and inequality are intimately linked. Distorting statistical measures used in Bolivia (Klasen et al, 2004)
cannot hide the high level of the socio-economic inequalities (Fig 20). Initially high, they didn’t activate their decline
with the regulation. On the contrary, in the nineties, Bolivia became the most unequal country in Latin America
regarding income distribution (Gini coefficient), ahead of Brazil. If globalization has had overall positive effects on
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the national economy, its fruits were distributed according to the cultural and social characteristics of the
people (Morales, 2008). Income inequalities have even increased with the deterioration of the economic situation,
especially in urban areas. In the perspective of sustainable human development, this evolution is worrying because
unequal societies tend to grow slower and are less likely to lead to poverty reduction. The next table displays a few
tracks for giving the electricity regulation a pro-poor orientation compatible with social inclusion.
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Problems detected
Government governance
capacity is weak. Regulation
may not represent adequately
the will of the citizens.

The Law doesn’t prioritize
officially social goals. The
priorities of the State are
unreadable and contradictory.
ACCESS
The number of new
connections didn’t increase
faster after the SE started to
regulate the market (Fig 10
and Appendix 4).
AFFORDABILITY is a matter
of concern above all to rural
users (Fig 10 and Fig 12).

Missing INVESTMENTS
threaten service continuity,
reform sustainability, national
and supranational
development perspectives.

One-size QUALITY OF
SERVICE may constitute a
barrier for the poorest to
access to electricity.

Policy recommendations
- Since decentralization is deepening, give priority to education/training of the policy-makers locally. This
would have an incidence both on the quality of regulation and social policies on the electric sector (Fig 2).
Progress in this field will never be lost, even if utilities are re-nationalized.
- Continue to develop a regulatory culture by disseminating of knowledge of regulatory staff and judicial
bodies. Publicize the ongoing improvement of the quality of the institutions.
- Democratize the process making it more participative and transparent (e.g. encourage the creation of
consumer organizations by giving them voice in the regulatory process).
- Take into consideration the voice of the poor. Given their weak political capital, rural workers associations;
neighbors associations or ONGs could be interested in representing their interests.
- Inter-institutional cooperation should be reinforced to avoid undue overlapping and wastages.
- Amend the Electricity Law and insert a mention to orient automatically the regulator’s activities to the
equalization of electricity provision. Regulatory omissions should be punished.
- Institutionalize the change by introducing more flexibility in the system (e.g. protections against external
shocks; periodic quality evaluations).
- Assess systematically the expected impact of new relevant regulatory decisions on the poor.
- Remove legal barriers that impede the poor access to the service (requirement of dwelling registration to get
the service; unlimited connection/reconnection fees; redefine ‘concession’).
- Target explicitly poor households/neighborhoods to attenuate the ‘cream-skimming’ effect when licensing.
As new connections are demand-driven and demand is high, connection targets shouldn’t be only defined by
a number or a percentage of new consumers.
- As supply capacity is insufficient both in urban and in rural areas to cover the demand, the main problem to
increase access levels will be solved by higher investments in the sector.
- Conduct an integrated reflection about the subsidiarization of poor households regarding access to basic
services. Cross-subsidies are unsustainable given the proportion of connected/unserved. Any solution based
on fiscal funds won’t be pro-poor as long as taxes are not progressive. Tarifa Dignidad is likely to beneficiate
more to the middle class than the poorest, and concerns a few rural poor. Such a strategy requires building
and updating a database that would list the different situations and expectations of poor people (Appendix 6)
and involve the civil society as well.
- Rebalance the tariffs (e.g. by spreading the fixed charges among the non-poor).
- Attract both high levels and productive investments. They are needed on the three segments of the industry
to build and maintain the installations. Given both the low level of domestic savings and the volatility of the
hydrocarbons rent, the State won’t be able to bear it financially. New public-private partnerships should be
examined.
- Protect private propriety. As domestic investment will be insufficient, electricity regulation must continue
to prioritize trust building. In this perspective, re-entering in the ICSID would be good signals for foreign
investors in infrastructure.
- Give an incremental long-run vision to the new investments. Combine gas-based solutions (lower fix costs;
high variable costs) with hydroelectric solutions (higher fix costs; low variable costs) and alternative
energies. Foresee strict punitions for non-compliance of investment commitments. Adapt investment
commitments to the financial capacities of the regulated firms.
- Coordinate social electrification policies based on non-network supply with electricity regulation,
eventually as a transition to grid connection.
- Avoid reopening unreasonably investment decisions or privatization agreements ex post.
- Encourage electricity suppliers to propose menus of quality/price services.
- Keep regulation centralized.

Source: Authors.
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Conclusion
Building effective regulation is a constant challenge. There is no magic formula: to regulate requires taking into
account the evolution of the population (demography and migrations), knowing that no balance will completely
satisfy all stake-holders. The Bolivian case shows that strong regulatory governance is not sufficient to ensure
effective outputs in the real economy. Successful regulatory policies will be met only where both regulatory
governance and government governance are strong enough to attenuate the risk of distortion due to the ‘double
screen’ of regulation. In a world run by uncertainty, building regulatory States means building trust (predictability),
and trust on the long run. In this perspective, the current orientation of the Bolivian economic policy -which autofeeds protectionism and populist nationalism- won’t be sustainable. Coming back to only State-provision would have
very harmful consequences for investment levels. Moreover it would create the new difficulty of separating the roles
of the State as regulator and as entrepreneur.
Two major socio-political issues must be addressed. First, social benefits are very difficult to remove (catch-effect).
Contrary to the populist discourse, errors from the past never disappear without traces: to remove everything and
begin something else is impossible. Beyond poverty, inequality is threatening Bolivia’s governability. Second, in
democracy, policy-makers tend to reason on the short-run in accordance with the electoral calendar. Thus, reaction
predominates; anticipation is rare. Yet, Bolivian policy-makers shouldn’t neglect to commit the State on long-run
strategies, because what is especially urgent in Bolivia is investing in the sector.
Keeping this in mind, it would be interesting if Bolivia were to conduct a broader reflection on basic services
regulation in base of a multi-disciplinarian approach involving lawyers, politicians, social actors and technicians. The
present paper focuses on the role of the State in the economy. An integrated strategy of basic services equalization
should additionally include a reconceptualisation of the place of the firm and the civil society in the national
economy. Private providers’ strategies, regulation policy and social policies should be complementary. Of course,
the challenge of building fair rules of the game will be hard to accept and will take time. Risk management is a
complex deal. Effective regulation requires a co-operation of the elites at the international level; governance building
both at the national and local levels; and involvement of the organized civil society. To regulate means taking into
account internal and external elements. The New Constitution has marked a step forwards equality. This could
change the look of the people on the whole process of the reform. Private or public ownership of electricity plants is
a secondary problem.
According to the Supreme Decree No. 29894, the General Superintendency ceased its activities. Bolivia encounters
at a turning-point regarding the regulation of its basic services. We shall warn on the potential problems that can
bring a regulation that depends directly on the political will of the government.
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1.

Chronology

Source : Authors.
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2.

Bolivia: Map of the main electric systems, 2008

Source : Electricity Superintendency.
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3.

Electricity regulatory governance in LAC countries

Note: ERGI = Electricity Regulatory Governance Index

Source: LAC Electricity Regulatory Governance Database, The World Bank, 2007.
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4.

Number of residential consumers
1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

-

6275

6630

7002

7319

7529

7987

8447

8871

9258

9661

10294

11086

11772

11583

21199

Chuquisaca

18298

19367

20548

21796

23111

24928

26361

28507

30683

32253

33199

34638

36571

37658

39157

40944

42677

44720

Cochabamba

96017

101288

106277

115485

125146

137822

148623

152658

169538

178271

185355

196060

205548

213523

219589

228787

248015

263491

La Paz

144421

153151

161764

192535

204112

216329

231730

245474

269459

282672

296240

310311

330586

344306

362953

383862

408101

430803

Oruro

22283

25155

26552

27550

28696

29863

31000

32222

33341

35792

37298

37858

39369

41841

44230

46160

48834

51917

Beni

22007

Pando

-

-

1085

1228

1336

1416

1539

17096

1926

2129

2312

2709

3317

3678

3988

4529

5027

5603

Potosí

17267

18058

18722

19543

20500

24768

26470

27757

29930

31033

33289

39605

41899

45600

48589

52387

56119

61533

Santa Cruz

90403

96790

103976

112263

123037

132810

139526

149745

149745

162029

203579

211869

222405

232318

245052

261759

277860

296110

-

-

14130

15076

16320

17640

18991

20399

22248

23812

31327

44037

45209

47229

49505

52321

55226

58411

388689

413809

459329

512106

549260

592895

631769

681845

715317

756862

831857

886748

935198

977239

1024835

1082332

1163058

1234595

Tarija
TOTAL
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Source: Electricity Superintendency.
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5. Sells to residential consumers (MWh)
1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007
3298828

-

-

789000

850100

913100

900500

1010900

1104100

1199300

1298400

1396713

1450990

1598753

1747429

1849690

2005131

3012940

2075960

2176643

2248037

2423707

2649498

2819927

3121211

3345351

3687836

3946992

4128143

4303418

4611342

4810370

5055488

5366364

5566848

5970636

Cochabamba 11346540 11983926 12838490 14025850 15315000 16590200

18013794

19316966

20872307

21768721

22593801

23268080

23909058

24668559

25453023

26748558

29043151

31238236

29105650 29918330 31577650 34155680 35692820 36292840

39561380

42188512

43824210

45987917

47607609

48423691

49469874

50788548

52211977

53571890

55934682

58174160

3753145

3936951

3989536

4138932

4218919

4240635

4448653

4694427

5009581

5440495

5832026

6142994

Beni
Chuquisaca

La Paz
Oruro

3157049

3199876

3526230

3649370

3490900

3533460

Pando

-

-

111831

130010

153900

172120

215823

253964

283252

298538

335489

374467

438141

494928

578454

663070

787862

939032

Potosí

1440000

1474204

1392530

1560730

1599430

1867972

2002640

2098116

2204038

2291311

2430119

2759233

2910605

2997791

3272056

3525270

3846025

4395289

20330660 21788475 23768000 25957000 29717500 32993700

34015800

37055300

39925022

43717912

48468283

47315519

49024150

50320606

54480284

58888541

62565537

67200264

2125403

2394970

2592448

2831181

4155696

5230886

5426684

5478626

5747006

6120706

6605074

7302839

Santa Cruz
Tarija
TOTAL

-

-

1564954

1705290

1717920

1857030

67455859 70541454 77816722 84457737 91250068 97027749 103820096 111694230 118577949 126279904 135334772 137366919 141837260 146001284 153657559 162330025 173194145 184662278
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Source: Electricity Superintendency.
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6. Matrix for detecting the real needs of the poor regarding electricity
Pro-poor regulations should be based on an updated diagnostic of the real needs of the poor, their location and the
barriers (physical, legal, financial and/or socio-cultural) that impede them access to (adequate) service. This matrix
presents guidelines to identify some barriers of electricity provision by the poor.

Location (according to the concession area)
Inside
-Conventional supply (low-consumers; shared
connections)
1 On time payers;
•2 Late payers; alterated meter readers

No

- Fraudulous connection/reconnection
- Alternative suppliers (often from unregulated
resellers)
- People who cannot afford the service anymore
(disconnected)
- People who can’t afford the connection cost
and internal wiring
- Illegal dwelling (slum; squatter)
- People uninformed that they live within a
concession area
- Request to get the service in process
- Unwilling to get the service

Outside
- Alternative suppliers (often unregulated resellers;
communitarian supply)
- Non-network alternatives (photovoltaic cells; candles;
micro-hydroelectric plants and kerosene)

- People who cannot afford alternative supply or nonnetwork alternatives (when they are available)
- Unwilling to get the service

Source: Authors, in base of Millán (2007).
Location
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